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The combinator S has the reduction rule S x y z � x z ( y z). We investigate
properties of ground terms built from S alone. The first part of the paper
shows that this term rewriting system admits no ground loops. This extends
the known result of the absence of cycles. In the second part, we give a
procedure that decides whether an S-term has a normal form. This algo-
rithm makes use of rational tree languages. Finally we show that the set
of normalizing S-terms is in itself a rational tree language, by explicitly
giving its grammar. In all, this paper shows the surprisingly rich structures
that are implied by a seemingly small rewrite rule. ] 2000 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the combinators S and K with their reduction rules
S x y z � x z ( y z) and K x y � x form a complete basis for combinatory logic.
Therefore, most of the interesting properties of an (S, K)-term are necessarily
undecidable.

Now CL(K) is strongly normalizing. One is led to assume that the difficulty of
CL(S, K) comes from S. That is the reason for studying the system CL(S). We will
start by giving two examples of infinite reductions in CL(S).

Example 1 (Zachos [22]). Let T=S S; X0=S T T. The expression X0 X0 has
an infinite reduction.

Define Xn+1=T Xn . All redexes that occur during the reduction of X0 X0 have
the form Xn Xm for some n and m. There are two types of reduction steps: one goes
downward,

Xn+1Xm=S S Xn Xm � S Xm (Xn Xm) ,

and the other goes upward,

X0 Xm=S T T Xm � T Xm (T Xm)=Xm+1 Xm+1 .
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It is interesting to note that the reduction graph of X0 X0 is a pure line (each
expression contains exactly one redex).

Example 2 (Barendregt [3]). The expression A A A, where A=S S S, has an
infinite reduction.

Again the reduction can be described by a pattern,

Y0=S A (S A A), Yn+1=A Yn .

First we show that the above pattern is reached:

A A A � S A (S A) A � A A (S A A) � S A (S A)(S A A)

� A (S A A) Y0 � S (S A A)(S A A)(S (S A A)) Y0

� S A A Y0 V � Y1 Y1 V .

Here, V denotes a subexpression whose value is irrelevant because no later reduction
touches it.

Then we show how the pattern reduces. There are a downward move,

Yk+1 E=A Yk E � S Yk (S Yk) E � Yk E V ,

and an upward move,

Y0 F=S A (S A A) F � A F (S A A F ) � S F (S F )(S A A F ) � F(S A A F ) V .

Here, the placeholder F is instantiated with Yk to give

Y0 Yk �� Yk (S A A Yk) V

and now E=S A A Yk gives

Yk (S A A Yk) �� Y0 (S A A Yk) V } } } �� S A A Yk V } } } � Yk+1Yk+1 V } } } .

This is an infinite head reduction.

Note that in both examples, the reduction follows a doubly periodic pattern that
is more complicated than a cycle or a loop.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After providing some notation and
preliminaries, in the first part of the paper we will prove that CL(S) does not admit
ground loops. However, our method is not general enough to show the absence of
non-ground loops. In the second part of the paper we will prove that it is decidable
whether a ground S-term has a normal form. Finally, we give a regular grammar
for the set of normalizing S-terms. The first part builds around one standard proof
idea, recursive path orders. The second part applies a collection of useful ad hoc
lemmas whose rather technical proofs are relegated to Appendix 1. The grammar
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presented in the third part is rather large. Its correctness has been verified by a
computer program. Its underlying idea is described.

This paper is a revised and extended combination of [19, 20].

2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

We use standard notation for term rewriting systems (see [2]) and combinatory
logic (see [3]).

We consider combinatory logic CL(S) as a term rewriting system. Its signature
consists of one nullary symbol S and one binary symbol b (application). CL(S) has
only one rule,

(((S b x) b y) b z) � ((x b z) b ( y b z)).

Symbols appear in different fonts. We use bold, uppercase, for combinators (S, K, ...);
italic, lowercase, for variables in the system (x, y, ...), italic, uppercase; for meta-
variables that denote terms or sets of terms (X, Y, ...); calligraphic, uppercase, for fixed
sets of terms (P, Q, ...); and sans serif, uppercase, for certain fixed terms (T, A).

Unless stated otherwise, all terms are ground terms (they do not contain variables).
Xd� Y (XdY) means X is a (strict) subterm of Y.
X w�

R Y means that X reduces to Y in one step by contracting the redex Rd� X.
X � Y means X w�

R Y for some R.
X/�Y means that when X is reduced, Y occurs as a subterm: _Z : X � Z

and Zf� Y.
The transitive closure of a relation R is denoted by R+, while R* denotes the

transitive and reflexive closure of R.
We also write �� for �* and /�� for /�*.
We write a (X) if X normalizes, and X �� � or A (X) if X has an infinite

reduction.
Operations are understood to be extended from terms to sets of terms, in the

following way:
If E and F are sets of terms, then (E b F ) denotes the set of terms (X b Y) with

X # E and Y # F.
If E and F are sets, E � F denotes \X # E : _Y # F : X � Y, while E�% F stands for

\X # E : c_Y # F : X � Y.
Also, a (E) denotes \X # E : a (X), and A (E) denotes \X # E : A (X). We often

write just a term when meaning a set containing exactly this term.
We follow the usual conventions about suppressing the application symbol and

omitting parentheses. So the S reduction rule just given is written as S x y z �
x z ( y z).

The system CL(S) is left-linear and non-overlapping, thus confluent. Moreover,
it is non-erasing. Therefore [12], weak and strong normalization coincide: if one
reduction leads to normal form, then all do. (In our notation, a (X) and A (X) are
mutually exclusive.)
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3. LOOPS

The introductory examples showed infinite reductions that obey certain patterns.
Here we are going to show that these patterns cannot be too simple. (A precise
formulation follows.)

The most basic repetitive pattern is a cycle:

Definition 3. A cycle is a reduction X �+ X.

A cycle can be composed with itself infinitely often, so the presence of cycles
shows non-termination of a rewrite system.

The following is known:

Proposition 4. CL(S) admits no cycles.

Proof (Bergstra and Klop [4]). All reductions in CL(S) increase the term size,
except for S x y S � x S ( y S), but those change the shape of the term. K

Still a term rewriting system might have infinite reductions that are not cycles,
but something more general:

Definition 5. A loop is a reduction X �+ C[X_], where X is a term possibly
containing variables, C[ } ] is a context, and _ is a substitution.

Again a loop can be composed with itself, giving an infinite reduction. Yet infinite
reductions in CL(S) do not seem to look like that:

Conjecture 6. CL(S) admits no loops.

For a general account of loops in rewriting, see [24]. For a treatment of cycles
in combinatory logic, see [11].

In this section, we will prove a weaker version of Conjecture 6, namely that
CL(S) does not admit ground loops.

Definition 7. A ground loop is a reduction X �+ C[X].

A ground loop, composed with itself, would lead to an infinite reduction contain-
ing only finitely many different redexes. So the size of the redexes that are being
reduced during this infinite reduction would be bounded by some constant. Yet we
are going to show that for any fixed n, the restriction of CL(S) that only allows
rewrites where the redex size does not exceed n is terminating.

In fact we are not bounding the size of the redexes but rather their right depth
(length of their right spine). Moreover, we do not measure this depth exactly but
use a safe approximation instead. This approximation is attached as a label to the
application nodes and conservatively updated where reductions take place. Our
method can be seen as a variant of semantic labelling as introduced by Zantema [23].

The labelled system CLn(S) has the signature [S, b1 , b2 , ..., bn , b�], where S is
as before, while the bi are labeled application nodes. There are n+1 of them. The
rewrite rules of CL(S) are

[((S b
*

x) b
*

y) bk z � (x bk z) bk+1 ( y bk z) | k�n],
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where n+1=� and the V match arbitrary numbers. Note that there is no rule that
has b� as the top symbol of the left-hand side.

Next, we prove that CLn(S) is terminating.
After that we derive how this carries over to the original CL(S).

Theorem 8. For all n, CLn(S) is terminating.

Proof. Order the signature by S> b1> b2> } } } > bn> b� .
This gives a recursive path order >rpo , which is a reduction order for CLn(S), as

can be easily verified:
We need to show that

L=((S b
*

X) b
*

Y) bk Z>rpo(X bk Z) bk+1 (Y bk Z)=R

for all k�n. The top symbols of L and R are bk> bk+1 .
We verify L>rpo (X bk Z) and L>rpo (Y bk Z). Here the top symbols coincide. We

have to prove the multiset relations [(S b
*

X) b
*

Y, Z]>>[X, Z] and [(S b
*

X)
b
*

X) b
*

Y, Z]>>[Y, Z]. They hold because of (S b
*

X) b
*

YfX as well as
(S b

*
X) b

*
YfY. K

We are going to show that the labeling of the application nodes is preserved as a
correct approximation (from below) of the right depth of the terms.

Definition 9. The right (resp. left) depth of a term in CL(S) or CLn(S) is

dr(S)=0, dr(X b
*

Y)=1+dr(Y)

dl (S)=0, dl (X b
*

Y)=1+dl (X).

Definition 10. A labelled term X is called consistent iff for each subterm X$d� X
that has bk as its top symbol, dr(X$)�k

Obviously, subterms of consistent terms are consistent. Consistency is maintained
by the reduction rules in CLn(S).

Proposition 11. If X is consistent and X�*CLn (S)Y, then Y is consistent.

Proof. Consider one reduction step X w�
R Y with R=(S B C) bk D.

Subterms of B, C, and D just get copied and remain consistent.
Subterms whose position is incomparable to the redex position are not affected

at all.
Subterms lying on the path from the redex position to the root might increase

their right depth due to the reduction, but they do not change their top label. So
the approximation remains correct.

We consider terms B bk D and C bk D in the contractum. We know that the redex
R=V bk D was consistent, so k�dr(R)=1+dr(D). The attachment of the label k in
B bk D is allowed because dr(B b D)=1+dr(D)�k. The same reasoning is valid for
C bk D. So (B bk D) and (C bk D) are consistent.

Finally Z=(B bk D) bk+1 (C bk D) is consistent because dr(Z)=1+dr(C bk D)
�1+k. K
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From an unlabeled term in CL(S), we can create a consistently labeled term in
CLn(S) (for large enough n) by just tagging each node:

Definition 12. The mapping

tag: CL(S) � CLn(S)

replaces the top b of each non-leaf subterm X with bdr (X) .

We might as well delete all labels:

Definition 13. The mapping

forget: CLn(S) � CL(S)

replaces all b
*

with b .

Obviously, reductions in CLn(S) can be unlabelled.

Proposition 14. If X �CLn (S) Y for some n, then forget(X) �CL(S) forget(Y).

Can reductions in CL(S) be labelled? Yes, as long as the right depth of their
redexes is bounded.

Proposition 15. Assume there is a ( finite or infinite) reduction

X1 w�
R1 X2 w�

R2 X3 w�
R3 } } }

in CL(S). Assume that for all k we have dr(Rk)�n. Then there is a reduction

X$1 w�
R$1 X$2 w�

R$2 X$3 w�
R$3 } } }

in CLn(S) with X$1=tag(X1) and for all k, forget(X$k)=Xk .

Proof. Each redex R$k is a consistent subterm, by Proposition 11. That is why
the top label of R$k is less than or equal to dr(R$k) but that is equal to dr(Rk)�n.
Therefore R$k really was an CLn(S)-redex. K

Theorem 16. Assume there is an infinite reduction

X1 w�
R1 X2 w�

R2 X3 w�
R3 } } }

in CL(S). Then the sequence dr(Rk) is not bounded.

Proof. Otherwise, Proposition 15 would apply. Then all reductions could be
placed in some CLn(S). But this is a terminating system by Theorem 8, so the
reduction chain could not be infinite. K

Corollary 17. CL(S) admits no ground loops.

Proof. A ground loop would give an infinite reduction chain with only finitely
many different redexes, so their right depth would be bounded. This is impossible
by Theorem 16. K
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This method does not show the absence of non-ground loops because they could
produce a sequence of redexes with unbounded right depth.

4. NORMALIZATION

In this part we are going to prove decidability of normalization of ground S-terms.
To decide whether an arbitrary S-term normalizes, we may assume that both

children of the root already are in normal form. If they were not, we could first
check these subterms recursively and compute their normal forms as long as they
both existed.

The decision procedure tests membership of terms in rational tree languages. For
a complete treatment of tree languages and tree automata, see [5, 7]. Here we just
recall basic definitions and facts on rational tree languages:

A set of trees is called

�� regular iff it is generated by a regular tree grammar,

�� recognizable iff it is accepted by a finite deterministic bottom-up tree
automaton,

�� rational iff it is generated by a rational expression.

The above conditions are equivalent. Conversions between different representations
are computable. Rational tree languages are closed under union, intersection, and
complement. With the languages represented by finite automata, these operations
are computable, and emptiness, finiteness, membership, and inclusion are decidable.

Now we will define some sets of ground S-terms that will be used frequently.

Definition 18. T=S S, A=T S=S S S.

Definition 19. M denotes the set of all ground terms. N denotes the set of all
ground terms in normal form.

These sets are rational. They are generated by the grammars

N � S _ S N _ S NN

M � S _ MM.

Inside an expression, we often just write V for M.

Definition 20. S1=S, for k�1 : Sk+1=S Sk . For k�0 : Pk=S1 _ } } } _ Sk .
For k�0 : Qk=M"Pk .

The term Sk has a right spine of length k&1 and all its left children are S. The
set Pk is the collection of all Si up to k (while P0=<). The complement of Pk is
denoted by Qk . These are exactly the terms whose right spine has length �k or
which have some subterm with left spine longer than 1. For example, Q0 are all
terms, Q2 are all terms except S and T, and A=S S S # Qk for any k.

From the above description we immediately derive

Lemma 21. For all k�0 we have Pk �Pk+1 and Qk $Qk+1 .
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Lemma 22. If X # Qk , and XdY, then Y # Qk+1 .

Now we define an operation on languages.

Definition 23. For a set of terms Y, the set of Y-directors, denoted (Y) , is
generated by the grammar

D � Y _ S D M _ S M D.

The name has been chosen in analogy to director strings [10], because an
argument Z of an Y-director can be directed towards Y:

Proposition 24. (Y) Z/��YZ.

Proof. The claim is proved by structural induction. Let Y$ # (Y).

1. Y$=Y. Then the claim is vacuously true.

2. Y$ # S(Y) V . Then Y$Z # S(Y) V Z � ((Y)Z)( V Z)f(Y) Z.

3. Y$ # S V (Y) . Then Y$Z # S V (Y) Z � V Z((Y) Z)f(Y) Z. K

Definition 25. For sets X and Y, the set (X�Y) is defined by the grammar

D � Y _ X D.

We immediately have

Proposition 26. (S X�Y)/(Y) .

The following will be needed later. It is easily proved by structural induction.

Proposition 27. (S X�Y) Z �� (X Z�Y Z).

Note that (X�Y) and (X) are rational whenever X and Y are.
We will construct subsets of NN that contain terms with similar reduction

properties. The construction begins by partitioning the set N itself into classes N0 ,
N1 , and N2 , and then combines pairs of these. It turns out that N0 is responsible
for finite reductions and N2 for infinite ones.

During the process, the case N1 N1 needs special attention. Here, a further
partition of N1 into sets L0 , L1 , and L2 is needed to completely analyze this case.

To make the case distinction complete, we finally consider the case N2 P2 by
showing that after some reductions it is.transformed into one of the cases that have
already been dealt with.

These constructions have been found empirically, by looking at lots of examples
and generalizing them. The verification of the claims is relegated to Appendix 1.

4.1. The Case NN

We will classify the set N of normal forms according to the existence of certain
subterms that might or might not occur during the reduction of X a, where X # N

and a is a variable.
The most restricted class is
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Definition 28. N0=(T �S _ S N).

Example 29. A=S S S=T S # (T �S)�N0 .

A term from N0 never moves its argument into functional position (it never
activates it):

Example 30. A a=S S S a � S a (S a).

Proposition 31. a (N0 a), and N0 a/%�� a V .

Proof. See Appendix 1. K

A slightly more extended class is

Definition 32. N0, 1=(S P2 �S _ S N _ S(S T) P2).

Example 33. S T T # S P2(S N)�(S P2 �S N)�N0, 1 .

A term from N0, 1 might activate its argument but supply it with at most one
argument.

Example 34. S T Ta � T a(T a) � S(T a) (a(T a)).

Proposition 35. a (N0, 1 a), and N0, 1a/%�� a V V.

Proof. See Appendix 1. K

By definition we have N0 �N0, 1 . We introduce some more names:

Definition 36. N1=N0, 1"N0 ; N2=N"N0, 1 .

So N is the disjoint union of N0 , N1 , and N2 . Recall that N0 ignores its argument,
while N1 activates it once.

Essentially, N0 is responsible for normalization, and N2 for non-normalization:

Proposition 37. The following table shows the normalization ( a ) resp. nonnor-
malization ( A ) of ground terms X Y, with X and Y already in normal form.

Y # N0 Y # N1 Y # N2

X # N0 a by Proposition 57

X # N1 a by Proposition 58 see Section 4.2 A by Proposition 68

X # N2 see Section 4.3 A by Proposition 67

Proof. See the propositions and proofs given in Appendix 1. K

4.2. The Case N1N1

We look deeper into the set N1 . We single out the subset of terms that move
their argument a into functional position but which only supply them with the
argument S a.

Definition 38. L0=(T �S (S P2) S).
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Proposition 39. a (L0 a) and [Z: L0 a/��a Z]=[S a].

Proof. See Appendix 1. K

Example 40. S ( S T ) S a � S T a ( S a ) � T ( S a ) ( a ( S a ) ) � S ( a ( S a ) )
(S a (a (S a))).

Another useful subset of N1 is

Definition 41. L1=(T �S T (S P2)).

It has the following property:

Proposition 42. a (L1 a), and [Z : L1a/��a Z]=[S P2 a].

Proof. See Appendix 1. K

Example 43. S T (S T) a � T a (S T a) � S (S T a) (a (S T a)).

It would seem more intuitive to take Proposition 42 as definition and to derive
Definition 41 from that, and similarly for Proposition 39 and Definition 38. But the
given presentation is more compact.

Definition 44. L1, 2=N1"L0 ; L2=L1, 2"L1 .

So N1 is the disjoint union of L0 , L1 , and L2 .

Proposition 45. The following table shows the normalization ( a ) resp. non-nor-
malization ( A ) of ground terms X Y, with X and Y from the set N1 .

Y # L0 Y # L1 _ L2=L1,2

X # L0 a by Proposition 69

X # L1 a by Proposition 70 A by Proposition 71

X # L2 A by Proposition 72

Proof. See propositions and proofs given in the Appendix. K

4.3. The Case N2 N0

We have N0 �N�P2 _ Q2 . By Proposition 67 (see Appendix 1), N2 Q2 �� �.
Together with Propositions 37 and 45, this gives

Proposition 46. It is decidable whether a term from NQ2 has a normal form.

So we are left with the case N2 P2 . Here we start any innermost reduction and
continue until Proposition 46 can be used. We exploit the fact that redex sizes
(again we actually use their right depths) eventually increase. This will be made
precise now.

Definition 47. A reduction X w�
R X$ is called innermost, iff the redex R has no

proper subterm that is itself a redex.

We highlight subterm positions that are important for innermost reductions. We
call a term active iff its left depth is at least 3 and its left child has a normal form.
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Definition 48. The set act (X) of active subterms of a term X is

act(X)=[Y : B C=Yd� X, dl (Y)�3, a (B)].

Here, and in the remainder of this section, we deliberately confuse subterms and
their positions.

Proposition 49. If X w�
R X$ with R innermost, then R # act(X), but no proper

subterm of R is # act(X).

For active positions Y with fixed right child C, we collect information on the left
children B:

Definition 50. The weight of C in X is

weightC(X)=: [ |nf(B)|: B C=Y # act(X)].

We set � <=0; furthermore nf (B) denotes the normal form of B, and |C| is the
size of C, defined by |S|=1, |D E|= |D|+ |E|.

Because we are dealing with N P2 , we are only interested in the weights of S
and T:

Definition 51. The total weight of X is the pair

weight(X)=(weightS (X), weightT (X)).

During innermost reductions, the total weight decreases lexicographically.

Proposition 52. If X w�
R X$ with R=S D E F innermost, then weight(X)

�lex weight(X$) with strict inequality for F # P2 .

Proof. See Appendix 1. K

Corollary 53. For any n, an infinite innermost reduction reduces only finitely
many redexes R # N P2 .

This is, essentially, a statement about the minimum right depth of redexes during
innermost reductions. Compare this with the situation in Theorem 16. This was a
statement about the maximum right depth of the redexes, in arbitrary reductions.
The assumption of innermost reduction cannot be dropped in Corollary 53.

In an infinite innermost reduction, eventually all redexes are of the form N Q2 .
At least one of them has no normal form.

Proposition 54. It is decidable whether a term from N P2 has a normal form.

Proof. Call the term X. Perform any innermost reduction sequence, starting
from X. For each redex that is reduced, and that has the form N Q2 , check whether
it has a normal form, using Proposition 46. By the previous argument, this
sequence either stops (because X normalizes) or contains a redex in N Q2 without
a normal form (then X itself has no normal form). K
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4.4. Deciding Normalization

Theorem 55. There is a procedure that decides whether a ground term in CL(S)
has a normal form.

Proof. S has a normal form. Therefore assume the expression is X Y.
Recursively apply the procedure to X and Y and compute their normal forms if

they exist. This recursion is terminating because it is structural. If one (or both) of
the normal forms does not exist, halt and answer not normalizing. Otherwise call
them X$ and Y$, respectively. If Y$ # Q2 , apply Proposition 46. If Y$ # P2 , use
Proposition 54. K

5. RATIONALITY

The procedure that decides normalization of S-terms checks membership in
rational sets. This does not directly imply that the set of normalizing S-terms is
itself rational because the procedure also performs some intermediate reductions.
Perhaps surprisingly, the following nevertheless holds:

Theorem 56. The set of normalizing terms in CL(S) is rational.

Appendix 2 contains a grammar that produces the set of normalizing S-terms. It
has been found by manual completion w.r.t. backward reduction in CL(S), starting
from the normalizing subsets of NN, obtained from Propositions 37 and 45.

By a tedious case analysis it can be checked that this grammar indeed produces
normalizing terms. On the other hand it is more difficult to verify that it indeed
produces all normalizing terms, or equivalently, that it generates N, and is closed
w.r.t. backwards application of the S rule.

To check this, one verifies that each non-terminal that produces a term X Z(Y Z)
also produces the term S X Y Z. Translated to automata this reads: for all states x,
y, z, a, b, c with transitions x z � a, y z � b, a b � c, there must be states p, q and
transitions S x � p, p y � q, q y � c. Because of the S rule being non-linear, this
only works for a deterministic automaton (we have to make sure that both Zs in
X Z(Y Z) are accepted in the same state).

Indeed the computer program RX [21] is able to make the given grammar deter-
ministic (the result has 43 states and 1600 transitions) and to check its backward
closure.

6. CONCLUSION

Apparently, a seminar held by Barendregt, Bergstra, Klop, and Volken in 1975
started the detailed study of S-terms. They placed a bet on the existence of terms
without normal form, and Barendregt collected 25 guilders from the other three by
producing A A A (and later S A A (S A A)). Later Duboue� found S T S S S S (and
its reduct A T S S) to be the smallest S-terms that do not normalize.

The decidability of normalization had already been conjectured by Zachos in
1978. He completely analyzed the normalization of S-terms of size up to 9, by either
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finding the normal form or exhibiting patterns (similar to those given in the Examples
1 and 2) that lead to an infinite reduction.

Still a proof that each non-normalizing term admits such a pattern would be
desirable. (It does not follow directly from the results presented here. The main
problem is that the case distinctions in the proofs of Propositions 61 and 63 are not
``constructive.'')

One would also like to be able to automatically derive the grammar for non-
normalizing S-terms, just starting from the grammar for N, and the S rule. There
are a number of completion and approximation results (see [8, 9]), but none of
them applies to CL(S) because the S rule is neither linear nor shallow.

The combinator L with reduction rule L x y � x ( y y) is called the lark in
Smullyan's book [16]. It has been investigated in depth by Statman [18] and
Sprenger and Wymann-Bo� ni [17]. Convertibility is decidable for CL(L). I conjecture
that this should also be decidable for S (the starling) but it might be substantially more
difficult than for the lark: If deciding normalization is a step toward deciding conver-
tibility, then this first step is trivial for the lark, but, as we have seen, quite hard
for the starling.

I proved [19] that CL(S) is top-terminating, meaning that, even in infinite reduc-
tions, the root of a term is rewritten only finitely often. Top-termination guarantees
the existence of limits (of fair infinite reductions). They seem to admit finite descrip-
tions that could be used to decide convertibility of non-normalizing terms.

This paper's introductory question was ``does the difficulty of CL(S, K) come
from S?'' The answer is ``no,'' in a sense. We have seen that CL(S) certainly is com-
plicated, but still manageable (by tree automata). The important step from here to
undecidability is caused by the addition of the K combinator. So the (non-disjoint)
union of CL(S) and CL(K) is a vastly more powerful system than each of its
constituents.

This paper also shows that the seemingly small S rule is far from being com-
pletely understood. It is a challenging test case for the application of known results
on tree automata and term rewriting and a motivation to develop new techniques
that would better explain the results obtained so far, by putting them in a more
general framework.

APPENDIX 1: PROOFS

At a few places during the presentation (in the proofs of Propositions 67, 71, and
72) we rely on inclusion�exclusion relations between certain rational tree languages.
They could be verified by pen and paper as well, but we employed the computer
program RX [21] that performs the standard operations on rational tree languages
(represented by finite automata).

Proposition 31. a (N0 a) and N0
/%��a V.

Proof. By Proposition 27, N0 a=(T �S _ S N) a �� (S a�S a _ S N a) and no
further reductions can happen. We see that a always is the right child of its
parent. K
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Proposition 57. a (N0 N).

Proof. The normal form of N0 N is that of N0 a with a replaced by N. No
reductions can happen inside N, because it already is a normal form. No new
redexes can be created. K

Proposition 35. a (N0, 1 a) and N0, 1a/%��a V V. Moreover, if N0, 1 a/��a X,
then adX.

Proof. The base cases are

1. S a is in normal form,

2. S N a is in normal form,

3. S (S T) S a � S T a (S a) � T (S a)(a (S a)) � S (a (S a)) (S a (a (S a))),

4. S ( S T ) T a � S T a (T a) � T (T a)(a (T a)) � S (a (T a) ) ( T a (a ( T a ) ) )
� S (a (T a)) (S (a (T a)) (a (a (T a)))),

where the claim can be verified at the underlined subterms.
The inductive steps are

1. S S N0, 1 a � S a (N0, 1 a) ,

2. S T N0, 1 a � T a (N0, 1 a) � S (N0, 1 a)(a(N0, 1a)) K

Proposition 58. a (N0, 1 N0).

Proof. First reduce N0, 1 N0 as if N0 were a variable. By Proposition 35, the
only redexes that might arise are of the form N0 V. They might be nested, but all
of them can be reduced to normal form by Proposition 57. K

Definition 59. F=(Q2 Q1).

Lemma 60. Q1 F�F.

Proof. Let X Y # Q1 F. We use the fact that Q1=T _ Q2 .

1. X=T. Then X Y # S V F�(F)�F.

2. X # Q2 . As Y # F�Q1 , we have X Y # Q2 Q1 �F. K

Proposition 61. (Q2 Q1)(Q2 Q1) �� �.

Example 62. S T T is the smallest term in (Q2 Q1). We have S T T (S T T)
�� �, as seen already in Example 1.

Proof. We have (Q2 Q1)(Q2 Q1) /�� Q2 Q1 F. Let X Y Z # Q2 Q1 F.
If X �� �, then the XYZ �� �. So assume X has a normal form. It could have

shape S V or S V V.

1. X �� S Q1 .

S Q1 Y F � Q1 F (Y F)�Q1 F (Q1 F)�F F �� � by applying Lemma 60
twice.
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2. X �� S V V.

S V V Q1F � V Q1( V Q1) F. By Lemmata 22 and 21 we have V Q1�Q2�Q1 , so
V Q1(V Q1) F�Q2Q1F�F F �� �.

In either case we find an infinite reduction because we have done at least one
reduction step and the result again has the form F F. K

Proposition 63. (Q3 Q2)Q1 �� �.

Example 64. A A A # Q3 Q1 , so A A A �� �. See Example 2.

Proof. Let (Q3Q2) Q1
/��Q3 Q2 Q1 , and let X Y Z # Q3 Q2 Q1 .

If X �� �, then the X Y Z �� �. So assume X has a normal form. It could be
S Q2 or S V V.

1. X �� S Q2 .

S Q2 Q2 Q1 � Q2 Q1 (Q2 Q1)�F F �� � by Proposition 61

2. X �� S V V.

S V V Q2 Q1 � V Q2 ( V Q2) Q1 By Lemmata 22 and 21 we have V Q2 �Q3 �Q2 , so
V Q2 (V Q2) Q1 �Q3 Q2 Q1 �� � by induction. K

Proposition 65. (S Q3 Q0) Q2 �� �.

Example 66. S A S (S A S) # (S Q3 Q0) Q2 . Its reduction graph is a pure line,
and all reductions are head reductions.

Proof. (S Q3 Q0) Q2
/�� S Q3 Q0 Q2 � Q3 Q2 (Q0 Q2) � Q3 Q2 Q1 . Then apply

Proposition 63. K

Proposition 67. N2 Q2 �� �.

Proof. It can be shown that N2 �(Q3 Q2) _ (S Q3 Q0). (See the introductory
remark on verification of such relations.) This is exactly the right form to apply
Propositions 63 and 65. K

Proposition 68. N1 N2 �� �.

Proof. Let X Y # N1 N2 . There is a reduction from X Y that activates Y, i.e.,
that produces a subterm Y Z. By the second part of Proposition 35, we have
YdZ. Since Y # N2 �Q1 , clearly Z # Q2 . So we have Y Z # N2 Q2 and can apply
Proposition 67. K

Proposition 39. a (L0 a), and [Z : L0 a/��a Z]=[S a].

Proof. The base cases are

1. S T S a � T a (S a) � S (S a) (a (S a)) ,

2. S (S T) S a � S T a (S a) � T (S a)(a (S a)) � (a (S a)) (S a (a (S a))).

The inductive step reads T L0 a � S a (L0 a) . K

Proposition 69. a (L0 N1).
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Proof. Reduce L0 N1 as if N1 were a variable. By Proposition 39, the only redexes
that may arise have the form N1(S N1). But S N1 �S N�N0 , so N1 (S N1)�N1 N0 ,
and therefore they normalize, by Proposition 58. K

Proposition 42. a (L1 a) and [Z: L1 a/��a Z]=[S P2 a].

Proof. The base case is S T (S P2) a � T a (S P2 a) � S (S P2 a) (a (S P2 a)) . The
inductive step is T L1 a � S a (L1 a) . K

Proposition 70. a (L1 L0).

Proof. Reduce L1 L0 , treating L0 as a variable. By Proposition 42, the only
new redexes have the form L0 (S P2 L0). We have L0 �N1 ; therefore S P2 L0 �
S P2 N1 �N1 by definition. But then L0 (S P2 L0)�L0 N1 , which normalizes by
Proposition 69. K

Proposition 71. L1, 2 L1, 2 �� �.

Proof. We have L1, 2 �(Q2 Q1). (See the introductory remark on verification of
such relations.) So Proposition 61 is applicable. K

Proposition 72. L2 N1 �� �.

Proof. We use the fact that L2 �(T �S (S T) T _ S T Q3). (See the introductory
remark on verification.) Also, for any k, we have N1 �Qk , because N1 & Pk=<
since Pk �N0 . Then we have two base cases:

1. S T Q3 N1 � T N1 (Q3 N1) � S (Q3 N1) (N1 (Q3 N1)). By Proposition 35,
applied to the underlined expression, there is a reduction N1 (Q3 N1)/��Q3 N1 X
with Q3N1dX, so that X�Q2 . Moreover we have N1 �Q2 , therefore the Q3 N1 X
�Q3 Q2 Q1 �� � by Proposition 63.

2. S(S T) T N1 � S T N1(T N1)�S T Q3 N1 because N1 �Q3 . This gets us
back to the previous case.

The inductive step is just T L2 N1 � S N1 (L2 N1) . K

Proposition 52. If X w�
R X$ with R=S B C D innermost, then weight (X)�lex

weight (X$) with strict inequality for F # P2 .

Proof. Denote the contractum of R=S B C D by R$=B D (C D). Consider an
active subterm E F=Yd� X. Call Y$=E$F $ the subterm of X$ that is at the same
position as Y in X. We list the relative positions of Y and R:

1. None is a subterm of the other. Then weight (Y)=weight(Y$).

2. Y=R. The left child of R is S B C. In R$, we possibly have active subterms
B D and C D, but |S B C|>|B|+|C|.

Additionally, we might create an active subterm B D(C D). This could (in case
C=D=S) affect the second component of weight (X$). But this is irrelevant for the
lexicographic ordering, since the first component strictly decreases.

3. Y is a proper subterm of R. Impossible by Proposition 49.
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4. R is a subterm of the left child E of Y. The reduction does not change the
size of the normal form: |E|=|E$|

5. R is a subterm of the right child F of Y. Then F is not in P2 , so the weight
is not affected.

Adding this for all possible Y, the first claim is proved. Since case 2 happens
exactly once, strict inequality is proved. K

APPENDIX 2: GRAMMAR

The set of (many step) predecessors of a set Z is denoted by

Definition 73. pred(Z)=[X : X �� Z].

We are also interested in the set of all terms X that reduce to a term in Z when
supplied with an argument from Y.

Definition 74. predY (Z)=[X : XY �� Z].

In this section, we will give a grammar for pred(N), the set of normalizing
S-terms. From Propositions 37 and 45 we derive

pred(N) � S _ pred(N0) pred(N) _ pred(L0) pred(N0, 1)

_ pred(L1) pred(L0) _ pred(N0, 1) pred(N0)

_ predS(N) S _ predT (N) T.

Here and later, all expressions pred(Z) and predY (Z) are considered as different
non-terminals of the grammar. Its productions are

pred(N0) � S _ S pred(N) _ T pred(N0)

_ predS (N0) S _ predT (N0) T

pred(N0, 1) � S _ S pred(N) _ S(S T) P2 _ SP2 pred(N0, 1)

_ predS (N0, 1) S _ predT (N0, 1) T

predS (L0) � (T �S(S P2))

pred(L0) � (T �predS(L0) S)

predT (L1) � S T _ A

predS (L1) � (T � (T �ST) S)

pred(L1) � (T �S T (S T) _ predT (L1) T _ predS (L1) S).

It is interesting to note that the set

N00 � S _ T N00 _ N00 S

is closed w.r.t. forward and backward reduction.
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predT (N0) � P2 ; predS (N0) � N00

predT (N0, 1) � N00 _ predS (L0)

predS (N0, 1) � predT (N0, 1) _ (T � (T �S N00) S)

predT (N) � S _ S pred(N) _ predT (N0, 1) P2 _ S P2 predT (N)

_ predS (predT (N)) S _ predT (predT (N)) T

predS (predT (N)) � predS (N0, 1) _ (T �S predT (N0, 1))

predT (predT (N)) � (T �S predT (N0, 1))

predT (predS (N)) � (T �S(S T) T _ predS (L1).

For notational convenience, we introduce short names for these non-terminals of
the grammar:

Definition 75.

one=predS (N), two=predS (one)

three=predS (two), four=predS (three).

The following rules complete the grammar:

one � S N00 one, two � T two, three � T three, four � T four

one � two S, two � three S, three � four S

four � N00 , three � N00 , two � N00 , one � N00

four � S A _ S A T

three � S N00 _ S(T �S T) _ S A N00 _ A S A _ T T A

two � S N00 N00 _ S T T T _ S predS (N0, 1)

_ S(T �S predT (N0, 1)) _ A S N00 _ T T N00

one � S pred(N) _ S predS (L0) predS (N0, 1) _ S predS (L1) predS (L0)

_ (T �S predS (N0, 1)) predS (N0)

_ predT (predS (N)) T _ N00 N00 _ (T �S T T) N00

_ A S predS (L0) _ T T predS (L0) _ A(S T).
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Several years ago when I began to look at the problem... I found that 25 of the
letters were comparatively easy to deal with. The other letter was ``S ''. For three days
and nights I had a terrible time trying to understand how a proper ``S '' could really
be defined. The solution I finally came up with turned out to involve some interesting
mathematics.

��DONALD E. KNUTH.
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